HAIR
Students (girls and boys) must ensure that their hair does not create a health or safety risk. We recommend that long hair be ‘tied back’ as a preventative measure in avoiding / containing the spread of head lice and to prevent accidents occurring e.g. during physical education.

JEWELLERY
In the interests of their own safety students are to limit the wearing of jewellery. Students may wear a watch, simple sleepers or stud earrings and a signet ring. All other jewellery is considered a potential safety risk at school and may limit a student’s ability to participate in the diverse learning activities including sporting activities at school in safety.

HATS
Mission Beach SS follows a NO Hat, NO Shoes = No Play policy. This policy is operative throughout the year. We encourage students to wear ‘bucket’ or broad brim hats.

NAMING YOUR CHILD’S SCHOOL HAT
Please ensure you name your child’s school hat with either fabric marker pen or similar. Lost hats are a regular issue at school and having a name on a hat makes the job of finding owners much easier.

Thank you for your assistance with this.

UNIFORM SHOP
Opening hours
Monday – Friday
8:15am to 9:15am
Cash or Cheque Only
Mission Beach State School seeks parents support in ensuring all students are wearing full school uniform including appropriate footwear at all times. The wearing of full school uniform conveys a sense of self pride in students and in their school. It also fosters a sense of belonging and promotes the safety of our students.

**BOYS**
- School bottle green polo shirt with collar and school logo
- School navy blue shorts
- School bucket reversible hat, navy with house colour
- Suitable footwear – joggers/sandals

**GIRLS**
- School bottle green polo shirt with collar and school logo
- School navy blue shorts/skorts
- Princess line style dress in school material
- School bucket reversible hat, navy with house colour
- Suitable footwear – joggers/sandals

**SPORTS SHIRTS**
- Beaver (blue)
- Otter (Yellow)
- Taylor (Red)

Instrumental Music students purchase a Instrumental Music shirt that is a part of our uniform and can be worn on Instrumental Music Day.

Our senior students purchase a senior shirt as a special part of our uniform that indicates their senior status. This shirt is ordered early at the start of each year and students can wear any day.

Team sport - our school also has sport shirt kits for AFL & Rugby League. These are loaned to students on the day and collected for washing.

If a student comes dressed for school in non-approved clothing items they may be required to wear a school-provided alternative for the school day. Alternatively, a parent / caregiver may be contacted and asked to bring clothing that conforms with the school’s dress code.

Inappropriate dress is defined as clothing or apparel that is, or could be deemed to be:
- Offensive
- Likely to disrupt, or negatively influence, the normal operation of the school
- Unsafe for student or others; and
- Likely to result in a risk to the health of the student or others.

The following are NOT approved nor acceptable as part of the Mission Beach SS dress code.
- Tight and / or shoe-string strap tops
- Patterned shorts and shorts that are not in school colours (e.g. board shorts- unless plain blue)